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In the second labor, a nine-headed menace called Lernean Hydra that terrorize countryside. Hercules and his nephew, Iolaus would defeat in its den by lower it in. They chopped all nine heads and dipped their arrows into the venomous blood. Not much people wasn't impressed to Hercules' defeat, but he was still had the credit. It doesn’t mean it would be count one out of ten.
About the Lernean Hydra

- A superior than other water snakes
- Lives in a murky swamp water called after the hydra
- Nine-headed, giant water snake
- Poisonous venom
- Immortal and indestructible
Defeat of the Lernean Hydra

➔ To defeat the Hydra, Hercules called his friend.
➔ Hercules cut off one head, Lolaus would seal the wound with a red hot torch so that nothing could grow and replace it
➔ After removing the Hydra's immortal head, Hercules buried it under a large rock
Legend of the Hydra

The source of Amymone planted a tree that is where the hydra grew which in Lernean. It’s already believed that it’s the beast of superior of all the water snakes. The poison is deadly that Hercules treated and dipped an arrow in its gall. It’s opinion, it has one, not several. Peisander of Camuris, who wrote the description of the beast. It was appeared frightful and it was remarkable of poetry about its many heads.